Abstract. We present a set of algorithms that can be used to locate and crop the chess-board/chesspieces from the picture, including every rectangular grid with any pattern. Our method is nonparametric, and thus does not require the prior knowledge from computer vision and machine learning, which is instead inferred from data. We illustrate the application of our method to a variety of examples, such as chess-board cropping and regular grid-pattern localization. In addition, we present two independent algorithms: PAMG (vertices detector) and FAPL (thermal lines) that can be widely used for other tasks in computer vision.
Introduction
Everyone knows how to crop a chess-board from a photograph. Typing to any search engine "chessboard crop using computer vision", we get a lot of results. It shows out that most of these methods do their job very badly. That is why we decided to take up this topic again.
In addition, we present method of cropping every rectangular grid with any pattern. However, in this paper we will focus on chess-boards, especially for different types and scenarios. The whole cutting process has been designed to be fast and simple in implementation 1 . Our method uses an experimental self-learning chess-board vertices detector named PAMG with embedded neural network, which is the direct successor of the ChESS detector [BL13] . Both detectors achieve the same results for most images, but PAMG does better in extreme cases 2 . However, we should warn that PAMG and FAPL are only a drafts, in further work we intend to describe them in detail. In this paper we could safely substitute FAPL with the CannyLines algorithm [Lu+15] , and PAMG with the PTAM or ChESS algorithm. The results and effectiveness would probably be similar.
Problem Description
The main goal is to indicate the method for locating and cropping the chess-board from the picture, which could be used later to create a digital record of the chess position using Forsyth-Edwards notation [Edw94] . An additional goal was to design a successor to the ChESS detector, which is the successor of the PTAM detector [KM07] . Our detector can be easily modified to detect other patterns, not only chess corners, and by changing the process itself, there is a possibility to crop every rectangular grid with any pattern.
We also relied on the ease of implementation. After reading this paper, using ready-made tools such as Opencv and Tensorflow, the implementation should not take more than 2 hours. Ready to use implementation is available here: https://github.com/maciejczyzewski/neural-chessboard 3. Related Work Most of the previous computer vision work related to chess has focused on the area of board recognition. Many projects on Github proposes their own methods, these projects are mostly designed to digitize chess games. At the professional level, specialized chess sets 3 have been developed to record moves automatically. However, this equipment is expensive and not easily accessible to recreational players. Thus, people prefers computer vision, because a good quality cameras can be found everywhere and they are obviously cheap.
Unfortunately, many of these methods are not universal. We know from the experience that they mostly use the bird's eye view, where the central object is a chess-board 4 . Some of them have naive assumptions, leading to absurdity.
Stuart Bennett and Joan Lasenby, who created a well-functioning ChESS detector, have done a milestone jump in the field of corner detection. However, to get the chess-board out, more important is the method rather than the feature detector. Thus, in this work we have focused on the method and process.
Framework
General techniques for board recognition can be separated into corner-based approaches and line-based approaches, our method is a mix of them. Additionally, we use something what we called facetiously "deep analysis", because the algorithm finds chess-board more and more closer by passing the layers. The method is divided into three layers which seem to mimic a natural mental process, that human brain is doing in natural environment:
Method
• find #1: chess-board localization (here, accuracy does not count)
• analyze #2: detect chess-board corners (almost perfect)
• catch #3: improve point matching (according to the perspective) At each stage we will use the same block of operations:
Layer
• prepare #1: prepare photo -ex. repair colors using retinex algorithm
• FAPL #2: apply algorithm -f ind all possible lines
• PAMG #3: apply algorithm -potentially a mesh grid
• reconstruct #4: reconstruct a last layer of grid using previous data
• crop #5: crop a photo with a padding around → go to the first step 4.3. FAPL The FAPL module detects all lines that are interesting for further analysis, even when the line is fragmented and not clearly defined. The first step is to create multiple versions of the same image with different defects, such as illumination, darkening. In our algorithm we obtained this effect by choosing different parameters for the threshold and CLAHE (adaptive histogram equalization [Rez04] ). The next step is to create a probabilistic thermal map of the found segments 5 . In area where segments overlaps, thermal map is hotter than in places where they occurs only few times. The last step is to analyze the warmth of the local area by gradually connecting the common or close segments. When we get to some fixed "curiosity" level, we stop the process. 
The detector consists of a neural network and a geometric classifier. Both elements live together in symbiosis. Geometric classifier recognizes only perfect cases. The neural network recognizes deformed and distorted patterns. After the checkered board is cut, all the lattice points can be divided into three categories: geometrically detected, neural detected, not detected. Points not detected in the final phase are redone over the network. By repeating this process on increasingly difficult chess-boards, the detector starts to develop increasingly difficult combinations.
Theoretically, the PAMG could in this way learn any pattern. You only need to create a "geometrically" perfect form of the pattern, then learn from the simplest, most ideal to compiled unattainable examples (with which human will not be able to handle).
Reconstruct
Our method use very primitive but effective technique to rebuild a grid. We naively use the fact that the points that we manipulate belongs to a regular grid. Thus, we present such a simplistic formula (density of the grid):
The value p is number of points inside the frame, x means surface area and S means score. Larger score value is, than more regular grid you have found. If you want to do it better you should get acquainted with [TN11] . However, when chess-board vertices detector returns a lot of points, there is no need to do something with it. Etymology of the word "padcrop" is simple; padcrop = padding + crop. This operation is responsible for preparing the images for the next stage. The difference is that the padding size is different at each stage. In our implementation, at every stage padding was getting smaller (error value).
w/8/2 * (100 + ∆) = 1000/8/2 * (100 + 0) = 62.5
The value w is a width of the image 6 and ∆ is the error, at the final step ∆ should be 0. Thus, it is easy to calculate the padcrop size for final stage (example above).
Results
Figure 11: visually presented results, final boards ready for further analysis In the picture above, we present the results visually. The images were made using different devices, perspectives, chess-boards and positions. The method is simple and does its job. Additionally, the method of subsequent matching avoids many mistakes at different stages of program execution. In some difficult cases the second layer behave badly. But in the final phase it usually returns to normal position. However, we suspect there must be a case that results would be totally wrong. In the future, we plan to do more tests and possibly present even better techniques. 
Applications
The PAMG and FAPL modules can be used independently, not only for cropping boards. For example, we used the PAMG detector to find ChArUco Corners http://docs.opencv.org/3.1.0/df/d4a/ tutorial charuco detection.html with better results than the default Opencv module.
Conclusion
Our method could help creating an automated system that uses computer vision to provide insights into chess games played on physical boards. We have used method described in [Din] to digitize chess game. In result, we have achieved better results than those obtained in [DK15] (the method that was considered to be the most effective). 
